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Order-No. Through 
bore 

Type High Speed version Sizes mm Page 

APC-S No Chuck No 75 - 400 6-7 

APC-H No Chuck No 150 8-9 

APC-SC No Chuck No 100 - 180 10-11 

APC-N Yes Vice Yes 75 - 250 12-13 

Type Description Usage Page 

SF-A Adapter Plates For mounting the chucks on the machine spindle adapter  
plates are used. Through this an adjustment and individual 
adaptation is given, depending on the type of machine.  

17 

GP-A Base plate APC-Vices (APC-N) either could get mounted directly or by 
using a base plate. 

18 

X-XS 
X-XA 

Top jaws,  
dowel pin version 

Top jaws for chucks and vices without option QC. 19 

X-X1S 
X-X1A 

Top pie jaws, 
dowl pin version 

Top jaws for chucks and vices without option QC are  
recommended for thin walled workpieces which can become  
deformation during chucking. 

20 

QX-XS Top jaws, QC version Top jaws for chucks and vices with option QC. 21 

QX-X1S Top pie jaws, QC version Top pie jaws for chucks and vices with option QC are  
recommended for thin walled workpieces which can become 
deformation during chucking 

21 

JTF Jaw turning fixtures,  
Dowel pin version 

Jaw turning fixtures mirror the locating pattern of the chucks. 
They are used to rough and/or finish blank top jaws outside of 
manufacturing machines.  

22 

JTF-QC Jaw turning fixtures,  
QC version 

Jaw turning fixtures for QC top jaws. 22 

Products in this catalog: 

Accessories 

Clamping tool selection 
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Higher chucking accuracy improves workpiece 
quality, which translates into improved productivity 
and lower costs.   
 
This is why MicroCentric air chucks are the superior 
workholding fixture for most secondary machining 
operations. 
 
All MicroCentric chucks are double acting for both 
OD and ID clamping, and are available in rotating as 
well as stationary models.   
 
The APC series is pneumatically operated, that 
means on your machine no clamping cylinder or 
hydraulic unit is needed.  
The compressed air, which is available in every 
workshop, passed through an air tube in rotating 
chucks or side-mounted air hoses in stationary vices. 
 
Easy to use when setting up and machining, high 
accuracy and especially the fine adjustment of the 
clamping force will enable you to produce the highest 
quality workpieces on your CNC machine.  

MicroCentric's patented open centre design  
features independent actuators for each master jaw. 
 
With distinguished diameter / length ratios a high 
accuracy will be achieved. Furthermore, the design 
principle allows large thorug bores.  
 
To enhance the function, different options are 
available. An explanation of the possible options can 
be found at page 14. 

APC: Highlights 

Higher efficiency by accuracy 

The standard repeating accuracy of APC-Chucks is 
maximum 1,3 µm for chucks to 250 mm size.  
 
For sizes from 250 mm, the standard accuracy is 
maximum 5,0 µm. 
 
As an option (SP) chuchs with closer tolerances are 
available.  

Accuracy less than 1,3 µm  

radial 

axial 

In rotating applications with a required passage, the 
central air connection can be disturbing. Here we 
offer you the so-called backported chuck. 
 
This type of chuck is not supplied with compressed 
air through an air tube, but by bores, which are  
attached at the rear of the chuck.  
 
The compressed air required for operation is  
conducted either through holes in the machine  
spindle to the adapter plate (full through) or through 
an air tube that is connected to the adapter plate 
(partial through). From the adapter plate the air is 
routed through holes in the rear side of the chuck. 
Furthermore, this enables the installation of part 
stops or part ejectors in the chuck center. 
 
Due to the large number of possible adaptions, we 
are having this chuck type not individually in our  
catalog. Our sales technicians are happy to advice to 
your clamping problems. 

APC-B: Operating through air holes 

- 3 - 
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All MicroCentric air chucks have a built-in, double 
effective clamping cylinder. Inside this cylinder a 
piston is located, which is getting axial moved. Done 
by specific, on the piston fixed actuators a radial 
movement of the base jaws is getting. The master 
jaws itselves are getting guided by a high precise 
lapped T-Nut, to reach a maximum result of lifetime 
and repeat accuracy. 

APC: Highlights 

1 

2 

3 

7 

6 

5 

4 

No.  Designation 

1 Chuck body 

2 Center housing with coolant through bore 

3 Master jaw 

4 Actuator 

5 Air manifold 

6 Piston 

7 Backcover 

Design layout 

The supply of the clamping medium (compressed air) 
will be done by a rotating air tube at chucks and on 
stationary vices with lateral bores. 
 
 The chuck and vices can be operated by any kind of 
multi-way valves. One in the air cycle installed air-
filter-regulator unit is used for treatment and pressure 
setting of the supplied air. The workpieces are  
getting clamped by top jaws, which get precise  
adapted for your current process requirements. 

Function 
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APC: Highlights 

APC-Rotating design 

APC-Stationary design 

MicroCentric APC chucks are high precise clamping 
systems for many different process tasks: 
 

 Precise machining of chuck parts 

 Rough and finish turning 

 Hardturning 

 Cylindrical grindling 

 2nd side operations / Sub spindle 

 Milling, drilling and thread cutting 

 Welding 

 Inductive hardening 

 Gearwheel machining (thrusting and grinding) 

 Eroding 

 Measuring 

 Handling 

Applications 

No.  Designation 

1 Chuck / Vice 

2 Top jaws 

3 Valve 

4 Air filter-regulator-lubricator unit 

5 Rotary air distributor 

6 Air tube assembly 
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 Accuracy 1,3 µm to size 250, over that 5 µm 

 Sizes from 75 to 400 mm 

 Built in air cylinder 

 Double acting for both ID and OD clamping 

 Variable holding pressure to chuck fragile work-
pieces without distortion 

 Hardened master jaws and actuators assure long 
term high accuracy performance 

 Steel back cover with ground mounting surface 

 Coolant through hole standard (except 3-50C-3) 

 Fixed manifold design (except 4-360-3 and  
6-360-3) 

 APC-S chucks available in 2- and 3-jaw version  

 Chucks with jaw stroke to 25 mm on  
diameter and other specials on request  
deliverable 

 Exchangeable to diaphragm chuck MBS-L   

APC-S-Chucks with high accuracys are the ideal 
chucks for precise turn and cylindrical grinding  
operations, which have high requirements to  
concentricity, flatness and parrallelism.Variable  
clamping forces which are resulting out of a fine  
adjustment of the air pressure are enabling the  
clamping of thin-walled and fragil workpieces without 
deforming. All models have an opening for coolant as 
standard. With sizes from 75 to 400 mm as standard 
and different jaw strokes, we can supply chucks for a 
wide range of applications. 

 QC: Quick change jaw system 

 SP: Super precision 

 MM: Axial moved air tube 

 AL: Automatic lubrication 

 SG: Special master jaws 

Order-No. Accuracy 
µm 

Stroke ø  
mm 

Clamp.-force 
max.daN* 

Max. rpm.** Weight 
kg 

3-50C-3 1,3 1,3 410 6.000 1,4 

4-40-3 1,3 1,0 770 6.000 2,7 

4-120-3 1,3 3,0 770 6.000 3,2 

4-360-3 1,3 9,0 590 4.000 3,6 

6-40-3 1,3 1,0 1.170 4.000 6,4 

6-120-3 1,3 3,0 1.170 4.000 7,3 

6-360-3 1,3 9,0 930 3.000 8,6 

8-120-3 1,3 3,0 2.210 3.500 19,0 

8-360-3 1,3 9,1 1.700 2.500 20,0 

10-220-3 1,3 5,6 3.450 3.000 35,0 

10-400-3 1,3 10,2 2.620 2.000 35,0 

12-400-3 5,0 10,2 3.030 1.850 60,0 

14-400-3 5,0 10,2 4.090 1.850 72,0 

16-400-3 5,0 10,2 5.040 1.500 146,0 

Air precision chuck APC-S 

Specification (3-jaw chuck): 

Features:  APC: Standard chuck 

 * Max. clamping force at 7 bar air pressure (3-jaw chuck) 

 ** Max. rpm. is influenced by the weight of top jaws and the air pressure 

Available chuck options: 
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 Top jaws 

 Adapter plate  

 Air tube model 50 until size 150 mm  
(6-xxx) resp. air tube model 82 at sizes from 200 
mm (8-xxx) to 400 mm (16-xxx) 

 Rotary distributor RU-10 resp. RU-20, if the third 
channel of the air tube is used for coolant or au-
tom. lubrication 

 Control unit BE-2 or 5/3-directional valve for  
actuation 

 Air filter-regulator-lubricator unit for air  
conditioning and pressure adjustment 

 Chuck 

 Operating manual 

Order-No. A B C D F G H K L M N O 

3-50C-3 80,6 50,80 19,1 - 1,5 8,9 39,0   - 69,85 3,20 M5 M5 

4-40-3 100,3 82,52 19,1 19,10 1,5 6,3 52,3 20 88,90 3,20 M5 M5 

4-120-3 100,3 82,52 19,1 19,10 1,5 6,3 62,5 30 88,90 3,20 M5 M5 

4-360-3 100,3 82,52 19,1 - 1,5 18,0 76,4 - 88,90 3,20 M5 M5 

6-40-3 151,1 124,97 19,1 25,40 3,1 6,4 52,3 20 135,89 3,20 M5 M6 

6-120-3 151,1 124,97 19,1 25,40 3,1 6,4 62,5 20 135,89 3,20 M5 M6 

6-360-3 151,1 124,97 19,1 25,40 3,1 7,8 76,5 20 135,89 3,20 M5 M6 

8-120-3 201,9 167,64 30,1 25,65 3,2 15,8 87,0 43 182,88 6,40 M10 M10 

8-360-3 201,9 167,64 30,1 25,65 3,2 15,3 98,4 43 182,88 6,40 M10 M10 

10-220-3 254,0 215,90 32,0 33,00 4,7 9,5 107,1 40 233,68 6,40 M10 M10 

10-400-3 254,0 215,90 32,0 33,00 4,7 23,7 127,3 40 233,68 6,40 M10 M10 

12-400-3 303,5 247,65 32,0 45,00 4,7 23,7 127,3 32 266,70 6,40 M10 M12 

14-400-3 355,0 279,40 32,0 56,00 6,4 6,4 151,5 38 317,50 9,55 M12 M16 

16-400-3 405,0 304,80 32,0 56,00 6,5 6,5 151,5 38 355,60 9,55 M12 M16 

Dimensions: 

Air precision chuck APC-S 

Required for use: Equipment: 
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 Accuracy 1,3 µm  

 Size 150 mm 

 Spindle Speed to 6.000 rpm. 

 Built in air cylinder 

 Double acting for both ID and OD clamping 

 Variable holding pressure to chuck fragile 
workpieces without distortion 

 Hardened master jaws and actuators assure long 
term high accuracy performance 

 Steel back cover with ground mounting surface 

 Coolant through hole standard  

 Fixed manifold design 

 APC-H Chucks available in 2– and 3-jaw version 

 Exchangeable to diaphragm chuck MBS-L 

For the usage of a precision air chuck at higher 
spindle speeds, the chuck can be  
modified. A centrifugal force compensation ring will 
be mounted on the OD of the chuck, to equalize 
centrifugal force at higher spindle speeds.  
 
With this chuck version it is possible, to realize a 
speed up to 6,000 rpm. Standard size, 150 mm 

Order-No. Accuracy  
µm 

Stroke ø  
mm 

Clamp.-force 
max. daN* 

Max. rpm.** Weight kg 

6-40H-3 1,3 1,0 1.170 6.000 7,0 

6-120H-3 1,3 3,0 1.170 6.000 7,9 

 QC: Quick change jaw system 

 SP: Super precision 

 AL: Automatic lubrication 

 SG: Special master jaws 

Specification (3-jaw chuck): 

APC-H: High speed air precision chuck Features: 

Available chuck options: 

High speed air precision chuck APC-H 

 * Max. clamping force at 7 bar air pressure (3-jaw chuck) 

 ** Max. rpm. is influenced by the weight of top jaws and the air pressure 
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 Top jaws 

 Adapter plate  

 Air tube model 50 

 Rotary distributor RU-10, if the third channel of 
the air tube is used coolant or autom. lubrication 

 Control unit BE-2 or 5/3-directional valve for 
actuation 

 Air filter-regulator-lubricator unit for air 
conditioning and pressure adjustment 

Order-No.  A B C D E       F G H J K L M N O 

6-40H-3 151,1 124,97 19,1 24,5 204,1 3,1 6,4 52,3 45 20 135,89 3,2 M5 M6 

6-120H-3 151,1 124,97 19,1 24,5 204,1 3,1 6,4 62,5 45 20 135,89 3,2 M5 M6 

Required for use: Equipment: 

Dimensions: 

High speed air precision chuck APC-H 

 Chuck 

 Operating manual 
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 Accuracy 1,3 µm 

 Sizes from 100 to 180 mm 

 Built in air cylinder 

 Double acting for both ID and OD clamping 

 Variable holding pressure to chuck fragile work-
pieces without distortion 

 Hardened master jaws and actuators assure long 
term high accuracy performance 

 QC-Precision change jaw system 

 Wear-resistant steel housing 

 Steel back cover with ground mounting surface 

 Coolant through hole as option 

 Fixed manifold design 

 APC-SC chucks available in 2- and 3-jaw version 

 Vices and other specials on request deliverable 

Precision chucks are often used in environments 
where abrasive materials can penetrate the chuck 
and cause components to wear prematurely, 
resulting in a loss of chucking accuracy. Such 
applications include grinding, EDM, and machining of 
ceramics. Chucks used in these environments 
require frequent maintenance and/or replacement, 
and are often the cause of expensive machine 
downtime, and poor workpiece quality. 
 
A big improvement for these applications bring the 
MicroCentric APC-SC chuck. Sealed air chucks 
feature a stainless steel cover that seals the jaw 
slides.  
 
This design prevents contamination from grit and 
swarf and minimizes chuck maintenance for high 
volume production operations. 

 SP: Super precision 

 C: Coolant through 

Specification (3-jaw chuck): 

APC-R: Sealed air precision chuck Features:  

Available chuck options: 

Sealed air precision chuck APC-SC 

- 10 - 

Order-No. Accuracy 
µm 

Stroke ø  
mm 

Clamp.-force 
max.daN* 

Max. rpm.** Weight 
kg 

34-50-3-SC-QC 1,3 1,3 530 6.000 1,8 

45-120-3-SC-QC 1,3 3,0 950 6.000 5,0 

67-120-3-SC-QC 1,3 3,0 1.440 4.500 10,0 

 * Max. clamping force at 7 bar air pressure  (3-jaw chuck) 

 ** Max. rpm. is influenced by the weight of top jaws and the air pressure 
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Required for use: Equipment: 

Dimensions: 

Sealed air precision chuck APC-SC 

 Top jaws 

 Adapter plate  

 Air tube model 50  

 Control unit BE-2 or 5/3-directional valve for 
actuation 

 Air filter-regulator-lubricator unit for air 
conditioning and pressure adjustment 

- 11 - 

 Chuck 

 Operating manual 

Order-No. A B C D E F      G H J K L 

34-50-3-SC-QC 100,3 50,8 19,0 48,4 1,5 4,1 4,4 7,7 31,9 89,7 M5 

45-120-3-SC-QC 125,7 101,6 19,0 65,7 1,5 6,3 5,2 9,0 31,9 114,3 M5 

67-120-3-SC-QC 177,8 146,1 19,0 67,3 1,7 4,7 6,7 10,5 31,9  165,1 M8 

0,1 mm 

D 

E 

C 

B A 

K 

60° 

J 

H G 

F 

L 
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 Accuracy 1,3 µm 

 Sizes from 75 to 250 mm 

 Built in air cylinder 

 Air ports on side of chuck body 

 Double acting for both ID and OD clamping 

 Variable holding pressure to chuck fragile 
workpieces without distortion 

 Hardened master jaws and actuators  
assure long term high accuracy  
performance 

 Steel back cover with ground mounting  
surface 

 Through hole standard  

 APC-N devices available in 2- and 3-jaw  
version   

 Vices with jaw stroke to 25 mm on  
diameter and other specials on request 
deliverable 

 Exchangeable to diaphragm vice MBS-N  

APC-N-Vices with high accuracys are the ideal 
chucks for precise mill- and bore- operations, which 
have high requirements to concentricity, flatness and 
parrallelism. 
 
Variable clamping forces which are resulting out of a 
fine adjustment of the air pressure are enabling the 
clamping of thin-walled and fragil workpieces without 
deforming.  
 
All models have an through bore. With sizes from 75 
to 250 mm as standard and different jaw strokes, we 
can supply chucks for a wide range of applications. 
 
In practice for recurring part families N-vices with the 
QC jaw change system have proven useful. 

Order-No. Accuracy 
µm 

Stroke ø  
mm 

Through  
bore mm 

Clamp.-force 
max. daN* 

Weight  
kg 

3-50N12-3 1,3 1,3 12,0 410 1,4 

4-40N19-3 1,3 1,0 19,1 770 2,7 

4-120N19-3 1,3 3,0 19,1 770 3,2 

4-360N16-3 1,3 9,0 15,8 590 3,1 

6-40N34-3 1,3 1,0 33,8 1.100 5,7 

6-120N34-3 1,3 3,0 33,8 1.100 6,8 

6-360N30-3 1,3 9,0 30,1 930 8,1 

8-120N-3 1,3 3,0 22,2 2.210 18,2 

8-120N50-3 1,3 3,0 50,8 2.030 17,0 

8-360N-3 1,3 9,1 22,2 1.700 20,0 

8-360N50-3 1,3 9,1 50,8 1.560 19,2 

10-220N-3 1,3 5,6 25,4 3.450 35,0 

10-220N76-3 1,3 5,6 76,2 3.180 31,0 

- 12 - 

Air precision vice APC-N 

Specification (3-jaw vice): 

APC-N: Vices Features:  

Available vice options: 

 * Max. clamping force at 7 bar air pressure (3-jaw vice) 

 QC: Quick change jaw system 

 SP: Super precision 

 SG: Special master jaws 
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 Vice 

 Operating manual 

1/8“ bis Gr. 150 
1/4“ ab Gr. 200 

Order-No. A B D F H       L M N O 

3-50N12-3 80,6 50,8 12 1,5 39 69,85 3,2 M5 M5 

4-40N19-3 100,3 82,52 19 1,5 52,3 88,9 3,2 M5  M5 

4-120N19-3 100,3 82,52 19 1,5 62,5 88,9 3,2 M5   M5 

4-360N16-3 100,3 82,52 15,8 1,5 76,4 88,9 3,2 M5 M5 

6-40N34-3 151,1 124,97 33,7 3,1 52,3 135,89 3,2 M5 M6 

6-120N34-3 151,1 124,97 33,7 3,1 62,5 135,89 3,2 M5 M6 

6-360N30-3 151,1 124,97 30,1 3,1 76,5 135,89 3,2 M5 M6 

8-120N-3 201,9 167,64 22,2 3,2 87 182,88 6,4 M10 M10 

8-120N50-3 201,9 167,64 50,8 3,2 87 182,88 6,4 M10 M10 

8-360N-3 201,9 167,64 22,2 3,2 98,4 182,88 6,4 M10 M10 

8-360N50-3 201,9 167,64 50,8 3,2 98,4 182,88 6,4 M10 M10 

10-220N-3 254 215,9 22,2 4,7 107,1 233,68 6,4 M10 M10 

10-220N76-3 254 215,9 76,2 4,7 127,3 233,68 6,4 M10 M10 

Air precision vice  APC-N 
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 Top jaws 

 Base plate  

 Control unit BE-2 or 5/3-directional valve for 
actuation 

 Air filter-regulator-lubricator unit for air 
conditioning and pressure adjustment 

Required for use: Equipment: 

Dimensions: 
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On your demand, several options can be combined. 
 
The following table shows the possible options for 
each chuck. 

Several functions can be added to our high precision 
air chucks to optimize their specific usage. APC-
chucks are available with following options: 

 MM - Axial moved air tube 

 QC - Quick change jaw system 

 SP - Super precision 

 AL - Automatic lubrication 

 SG - Special master jaws 

Chuck / Options MM QC SP AL SG BP 

APC-S chuck 75 mm   Yes Yes Yes Yes 

APC-S chuck 100-400 mm Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

APC-H chuck higher speed 75 mm   Yes Yes Yes Yes 

APC-H chuck higher speed 100-150 mm Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

APC-SC chuck 100 - 175 mm   Yes  Yes  

APC-N vice 75 mm   Yes  Yes  

APC-N vice 100-250 mm  Yes Yes  Yes  

- 14 - 

APC-Chucks: Overview available chuck options 

1 

2 

MicroCentric's standard rotating air chucks 
are a fixed manifold design which isolates 
the movement of the piston from the air 
tube assembly. The MM option is specified 
for applications requiring a signal to confirm 
chuck position, clamped or unclamped, to 
the machine control. Through the linear 
movement of the air tube assembly, a 
signal can be transmitted to the machine 
control to confirm chuck position. 

Option MM: Moving manifold 

No.  Designation 

1 Proximity switch 

2 Clutch sleeve 
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QC chucks incorporate precision tapered buttons 
mounted in jig ground locating holes on the chuck's 
master jaws. These hardened tool steel buttons 
serve to accurately locate the top jaws on the chuck. 
QC top jaws feature precision ground tapered 
locating holes which match the locating buttons on 
the chuck.  The top jaw seats on the OD of the 
tapered buttons as well as on the face of the master 
jaw, assuring high locating accuracy after change 
over. An important feature of the QC jaw system is its 
rigidity.  Chucking force is not compromised with the 
MicroCentric system, as is the case with many 
competitive quick change jaw designs. 

The QC system accurately locates top jaws 
previously machined on the chuck to maintain 
accuracy within 5 µm TIR. QC top jaws can also be 
machined off-line on a jaw turning fixture, or another 
QC chuck. In this case chucking accuracy is 
maintained within 0.01 mm TIR when top jaws are 
transferred to another chuck. 

 Jaws finished on the chuck: 2 µm 

 Jaws finished on an other QC-chuck: 5 µm 

 Jaws finished on a jaw turning fixture: 10 µm 

1 

4 

2 

3 

Option QC: Precision quick change jaws 

High changeover accuracy: 

Accuracy: 

Description: 

Types of top jaws: 

QC-Top jaws are available in following versions:  
 
Customer specific top jaws: 
 
These jaws are designed and manufactured to suit 
specific workpiece configurations. They are rough 
machined, heat treated to Rc 60, and then finished 
ground to assure the highest accuracy.  Finished QC 
jaws are quoted on application. 
 
Pre-hardened top jaws: 
 
Blank QC-Top jaws  are available in standard an pie-
shaped configurations. They are prehardened to Rc 
30-35 and feature finished ground tapered locating 
holes. At this hardness the machining of the 
clamping diameter is possible without problems, also 
avoid this hardness a too quick wear out. These jaws 
can be rough and finish bored on the chuck or on a 
QC jaw turning fixture off-line. 

Through the high accuracy to top jaws can be used 
without re-machining after changeover. Thereby 
eliminating the most time consuming process 
associated with jaw change on precision chucks.  
This feature significantly reduces machine set up 
time, and will improve a machine's flexibility in a JIT 
environment. 

Short setup time: 

No.  Designation 

1 Master jaws 

2 Loacating pin 

3 Tapered locating holes 

4 Top jaws 
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With the AL option, lubrication is supplied to the 
chuck through the air tube assembly. This provides a 
practical means of lubricating the chuck, even during 
machine operation. The AL option is especially suited 
for unmanned machine cells or other high volume 
production applications. An AL chuck is equipped 
with a special centre housing which directs lubricant, 
supplied through the centre of the air tube, to the 
moving components within the chuck.  
 
Lubrication can be supplied by either a manual or 
electric lubrication pump. Also the connection to a 
central lubrication unit of the machine in thinkable. 

For applications which require extremely close 
chucking accuracy, MicroCentric will selectively fit 
and certify a chuck to a repeating accuracy within 0.5 
µm TIR. Parts for these chucks will be selected out of 
the series and an inspection certificate proves the 
outstanding attributes of SP chucks. 
 
Note that temperature variations, changes in air 
pressure, spindle runout, and the condition and 
design of top jaws will affect chuck accuracy. 

Option AL: Automatic lubricant 

Option SP: Super precision 

At this option a throughbore at rotating chuck is 
available. The central airtube connection is replaced 
by holes in the backcover resp. the chuck body. 
 
The compressed air required for operation is  
conducted either through holes in the machine  
spindle to the adapter plate (full through) or through 
an air tube that is connected to the adapter plate 
(partial through). 
 
This construction allows following: 

 Immersion of long workpieces to reduce the 
overhang during machining 

 Part stops in the chuck center 

 Part ejectors in the chuck center 

Option BP: Throughbore at chuck 
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If you already work with a high precision chuck of our 
competitors, you should have several top jaws for 
that chuck. We have introduce the option SG, that 
you can work with your present top jaws equipment.  
 
Please let us know your requirements for the top jaw 
mounting. Whether dowel pins, grooves or tenon/
groove - You always will receive the desired 
configuration. 

Option SG: Special master jaws 

Adapter plates for APC Chucks 

Order-No.  For chuck Maschine spindle 

SF-A03-xxx APC-3“ / 75 xxx: To define 

SF-A04-xxx APC-4“ / 100 xxx: To define 

SF-A06-xxx APC-6“ / 150 xxx: To define 

SF-A08-xxx APC-8“ / 200 xxx: To define 

SF-A10-xxx APC-10“ / 250 xxx: To define 

SF-A12-xxx APC-12“ / 300 xxx: To define 

SF-A14-xxx APC-14“ / 350 xxx: To define 

SF-A16-xxx APC-16“ / 400 xxx: To define 

The APC-chucks are mounted with a separate adapter plate on the  
spindle nose of the machine. Through this, an adjustment and individual  
adaptation is given, depending on the type of machine.  
 
There are machine side ISO-standardized adapter plates and manufacturer-
specific versions.  
 
MicroCentric delivers adapter plates in the following versions: 
 

 ISO 702/I (DIN 55026): 
Adapter plate with short taper for screw-fastening completely machined 

 ISO 702/II (DIN 55029): 
Adapter plate for Camlock-fixing completely machined with Camlock bolts 

 ISO 702/III (DIN 55027/55022): 
Adapter plate for bayonet plate fixing completely machined with  
Bayonet bolts 

 Adapter plates with cylindrical pilot (inside or outside) 

 Special adapter plate designs 
  
Please let us know in your inquiry / order the ISO-standard and the size of 
your machine spindle. If you have a vendor-specific spindle connection, we 
need the following information:  
 

 Number and size of mounting holes adapter plate to the spindle 

 Bolt circle of the mounting holes adapter plate to the spindle  

 Diameter and depth of the pilot or type of the cone 

 Outside pilot or inside pilot 
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In addition, more information about the requested processing distance to the 
spindle nose (can be influenced by the length of the adapter plate) and the  
available space in the work area of your machine (possibly limited size) is 
helpful. 

Available on request for all vices: 

 Base plates in all versions and sizes 

 Base plates for multiple clamping  
 
Please let us know the following information about your machine table in your inquiry / order: 

 Number and size of fixing slots or bores 

Base plates for APC-Vices 

Adapter plates for APC-Chucks 
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Order-No. For chuck-
Size 

B H L Material Weight kg 
per piece 

3-100A 75 19 25 38 Alu  0,05 

3-200A 75 19 51 38 Alu 0,10 

3-100S 75 19 25 38 Steel 0,14 

3-200S 75 19 51 38 Steel 0,27 

4-100A 100 19 25 50 Alu 0,05 

4-150A 100 19 38 50 Alu 0,07 

4-200A 100 19 51 50 Alu 0,09 

4-100S 100 19 25 50 Steel 0,13 

4-150S 100 19 38 50 Steel 0,23 

4-200S 100 19 51 50 Steel 0,32 

6-100A 150 25 25 75 Alu 0,09  

6-200A 150 25 51 75 Alu 0,13 

6-300A 150 25 76 75 Alu 0,32 

6-100S 150 25 25 75 Steel 0,32 

6-150S 150 25 38 75 Steel 0,45 

6-200S 150 25 51 75 Steel 0,59 

6-300S 150 25 76 75 Steel 0,91 

8-200A 200 38 51 100 Alu 0,45 

8-300A 200 38 76 100 Alu 0,77 

8-200S 200 38 51 100 Steel 1,13 

8-300S 200 38 76 100 Steel 1,82 

10-200A 250 38 51 125 Alu 0,68 

10-300A 250 38 76 125 Alu 0,91 

10-200S 250 38 51 125 Steel 1,59 

10-300S 250 38 76 125 Steel 2,27 

12-200A 300 50 51 150 Alu 0,91 

12-200S 300 50 51 150 Steel 1,82 

12-300S 300 50 76 150 Steel 2,73 

14-200A 350 50 51 175 Alu 1,00 

14-200S 350 50 51 175 Steel 2,27 

14-300S 350 50 76 175 Steel 3,41 

16-200A 400 50 51 200 Alu 1,14 

16-200S 400 50 51 200 Steel 2,73 

16-300S 400 50 76 200 Steel 4,10 

Top jaws, dowel pin version 

Other materials, sizes and shapes are available on request. 
 
MicroCentric blank top jaws are manufactured to extremely close tolerances 
to assure proper fit onto our chucks. 
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Top jaws, dowel pin version 

Order-No. For chuck-
Size 

D H ø min. Material Weight kg per 
set 

3-101A 75 79 25 8 Alu  0,36 

3-101S 75 79 25 8 Steel 1,18 

4-101A 100 100 25 8 Alu  0,50 

4-201A 100 100 50 8 Alu 0,72 

4-101S 100 100 25 8 Steel 1,45 

4-151S 100 100 38 8 Steel 2,18 

6-101A 150 150 25 8 Alu  1,00 

6-201A 150 150 50 8 Alu 2,00 

6-101S 150 150 25 8 Steel 3,14 

6-151S 150 150 38 8 Steel 4,68 

6-201S 150 150 50 8 Steel 6,41 

8-201A 200 200 50 16 Alu 4,00 

8-201S 200 200 50 16 Steel 11,80 

10-201A 250 250 50 16 Alu 6,91 

10-201S 250 250 50 16 Steel 19,30 

Blank top jaws are typically machined on the chuck to a suitable configuration 
to hold the workpiece. Refer to MicroCentric’s operating manual for detailed 
instructions on the design and preparation of finished top jaws. Steel jaw 
blanks can be hardened after rough machining, and then finish ground on the 
chuck. Blank jaws are available in other configurations and materials. 
Contact our sales department for additional information. 
 
MicroCentric specializes in designing and manufacturing custom top jaws for 
specific workpiece applications. Please fax a drawing of your workpieces for 
a detailed quotation on custom top jaws, or recommendations on jaw design. 

Top pie jaws, dowel pin version 

Other materials, sizes and shapes are available on request.  
 
These jaws enclose the workpiece in an almost complete circle.  
 
We recommend using top pie jaws for all thin-walled workpieces, which are 
otherwise can be deformed very easily during clamping in a three-jaw chuck.  
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Order-No. For chuck– 
Size 

B H L Material Weight kg 
per piece 

Q4-100S 100 19 25 50 Steel 0,17 

Q4-150S 100 19 38 50 Steel 0,23 

Q4-200S 100 19 50 50 Steel 0,32 

Q6-150S 150 25 38 75 Steel 0,45 

Q6-200S 150 25 50 75 Steel 0,59 

Q6-300S 150 25 75 75 Steel 0,91 

Q8-200S 200 38 50 100 Steel 1,13 

Q8-300S 200 38 75 100 Steel 1,82 

Q10-200S 250 38 50 125 Steel 1,59 

Q10-300S 250 38 75 125 Steel 2,27 

Other materials, sizes and shapes are available on request.  
 
QC top jaws are used in chucks with option QC and are pre-hardened to 30-
35 HRC. In this hardness a further machining is possible without problems, 
also a premature wear out of the conical mounting holes is largely excluded.  
 
The machining of the jaws can be done either on the chuck with QC-option or 
on a jaw turning fixture.  

Order-No. For chuck- 
Size 

D H ø min. Material Weight kg per 
set 

Q4-151S 100 100 38 8 Steel 2,18 

Q6-201S 150 150 50 8 Steel 6,41 

Q8-201S 200 200 50 16 Steel 11,80 

Q10-201S 250 250 50 16 Steel 19,30 

Top jaws, QC-version 

Top pie jaws, QC-version 

Other materials, sizes and shapes are available on request.  
 
These jaws enclose the workpiece in an almost complete circle and have the 
QC-locations for chucks with option QC.  
 
We recommend using top pie jaws for all thin-walled workpieces, which are 
otherwise can be deformed very easily during clamping in a three-jaw chuck.  
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QC jaw turning fixtures mirror the locating pattern of a QC chuck. They are 
used to rough and/or finish blank top jaws outside of manufacturing 
machines. It is also possible with the jaw turning fixture to machine top jaws 
on machines that are not normally suitable for receiving the respective 
clamping system (eg. for a vise on a lathe). For the best possible accuracy of 
the jaws we recommend the finishing on the chuck.  
 
The clamping position of the jaw turning fixture is set in the middle of the 
chuck‘s stroke,  
 
Devices with other positions are available on request. Please let us know the  
chuck type and the desired clamping position in your inquiry / order.  

Jaw turning fixtures mirror the locating pattern of a chuck. They are used to 
rough and/or finish blank top jaws outside of the manufactoring machine, to 
maximize a machine‘s production capacity. Further you can use it to machine 
top jaws off-line on technical reasons. 
 
The jaw turning fixtures have 3 clamping positions: 0,5 mm from opened and 
closed and one in the middle position. Exception: On jaw turning fixtures for 
chucks up to 1,2 mm jaw stroke the jaw turning fixture has 1 clamping 
position in the middle of the jaw stroke.  
 
Devices with other positions are available on request. Please let us know the 
chuck type and the desired clamping position in your inquiry / order. 
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Order-No. Size Diameter Height 

JTF-4-QC 100 100 25 

JTF-6-QC 150 150 25 

JTF-8-QC 200 200 32 

JTF-10-QC 250 250 32 

Order-No. Size Diameter Height 

JTF-3 75 80 25 

JTF-4 100 100 25 

JTF-6 150 150 25 

JTF-8 200 200 32 

JTF-10 250 250 32 

Jaw turning fixture, dowel pin version 

Jaw turning fixture, QC version 
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You will find general accessories in the 
accessories catalog: 
 

 Air tubes 

 Rotary journals RU 

 Operating units 

 Valves 

 Lubricants 

 Grease guns 

All dimensions in the catalog are in mm. 
 
Technical changes including dimension adjustments of the products reserved. 

Please note: 

Other Accessories 


